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City 's cultural attractions surprising
Duke Campus is known for its beauty and splendor,

and the Sarah P. Duke Memorial Gradens is a "must-see- "
on your next tour of the campus. The gardens are de-

signed for and welcome people. They're ideal for long,
leisurely walks and picnics by the goldfish pond. ,

Possibly the most famous summer dance festival in the
wrld, the American Dance Festival, is presently being
hosted by Duke University. Through July 23, dance
lovers can see a very special selection of ballet including
performances by the Ballet Theatre de L'Arche from
Paris and Lyon. Also included as "the biggest surprise"
according to ADF director Charles Reinhart, are the
Compaigne de Danse L'Esquisse and the Compaigne
Kariine Saporta. Both companies are universally known
for their innovative choreography.
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There are three places in Durham that until now may
have escaped your attention. If you find some free time
on your hands during second session, you are likely to en-

joy a visit to one or all three places.
Many people are unaware of what Durham has to offer

on a cultural level. The Durham Life and Science Muse-
um is both visually and educationally stimulating. Unique
to museums in the area (and most likely in the South) is a
truly amazing dinosaur exhibition. A walking trail on the
museum grounds leads its visitors to another place and
time (prehistoric Earth). Model dinosaurs and other wild-

life of the period are realistically placed along the path,
giving people the feeling that they really have been trans-
ported back in time.

The museum is also nationally recognized for its space
exhibit, and it is said to rival the Air and Space Museum
in Washington, D.C.
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American Dance Festival one of most famous in world
. . .a visually stimulating experience
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Buy One, Get One
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suFFEOinG Fnor.i memsthual champs?
We may be able to help.

Participate in evaluation of a new medication and earn $40.
Women using oral contraceptives or IUD's will not be able
to participate.

Contact: Triangle Women's Health Center
(919) 942-001- 1 Chapel Hill
(919) 787-504- 6 Raleigh

Buy 1 Fudge Filled
Chocolate Chip Cookie

Get another of equal or less value
:REE with this coupon through 71483

942-920- 4 J
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DT--1PTA BIG MEAL DEAL
x Support the

March of Dimes
BIRTH DEFECTS FOUNDATION LJ

J L

Large pizza with Small with
4 Cokes or Tabs, only 2 Cokes or Tabs, only

$9.95 6;95
Offer good for two weeks with this coupon. One discount per pizza.

i ki 1 V fVVU - ANYWHERE IN OUR SERVICE ZONE

DT--2PTA PIZZA BUCK
SAVE TWO DOLLARS
on any large taoownore topping pizza

OR

SAVE ONE DOLLAR
on any smal topping pizza

pQiKcicP0"
A Offer good for two weeks with this coupon. One discount per pizza.

ANYWHERE IN OUR SERVICE ZONE

You know PTA delivers fresh hot
pizza." But did you know that with
every pizza PTA will deliver cold
Cokes a Tabs too? Big16-cuncer- s.

It's the Meal Deal.
Savings for Real.

The Apartment People
PERFECT PIZZA PARTY PACKAGE0"

We'll deliver two big 16-in- pizzas, both with any one of
your favorite toppings, for only

$9.95
and well do it in less than 30 minutes.

When it comes topizza, Jlr im comes to you
Now accepting limited applications
for guaranteed fall occupancy. Avoid
the lottery blues. Apply nowl All

apartments on the bus line to U.N.C.
Call today for full information. 967-223- 1

or 967-223- 4.

Pizza
Transitn Offer good for two weeks with this coupon. One discont per pizza.

MutrioriLV if Ml 1 yfv VU I ANYWHERE M OUR SERVICE ZONE' FREE DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN OUR SERVICE ZONE
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